
GRIMOIRE
Payback is a Witch



GRIMOIRE 
A wicked, sexy, fun SERIAL DRAMA THAT’S SCARY AS HELL… 

THE VIBE 
 “THE CRAFT” meets “PRETTY LITTLE LIARS”  

our style 
punk, festival, goth, kawaii, street. 

creatures 
“pan's labyrinth” parties with “the descent” 

THE PITCH… 
FIVE WOMEN living in a DETENTION CENTER fall victim to a grisly CURSE and find their only hope of 
survival is an ancient book of SPELLS. 
           
THE SERIES… 
Follows our Girls as they discover that the CURSE was no accident - they were ‘CHOSEN” for a greater 
purpose — but first they must overcome troubled pasts, face their fears, unlock the secrets of the Occult 
and master the unique power that lies within each of them — all while fighting for their lives against  
GHOSTS, DEMONS, WRAITHS and VILE CREATURES… 

And definitely KICKING ASS, stirring up MISCHIEF, and having some FUN…



OUR STORY BEGINS… 
HAZEL (19) enters a women’s detention center on trumped up drug charges. Edgy and non-conformist, 
Hazel’s a free spirit — not a hardened criminal, but she must quickly cop an attitude in order to deal with 
her new surroundings. Hazel meets her new roommates; ROWAN (17) a Goth with a tragic history, FEI 
(23) the pregnant ringleader of the house, GABRIELLE (19) a smart, college drop out with a violent 
history and LOREE (16) the baby of the group, but hard as they come. On Hazel’s first day, LILITH, a 
disheveled homeless woman is designated to bunk with the girls, but that night they wake to the sound of 
SCREAMS — Lilith has Rowan cornered in a bathroom, the old lady speaking in tongues, her mouth 
covered in BLACK BLOOD. Fei and the others come to Rowan’s defence and tease Lilith, wrapping her in 
toilet paper and pretending to set her on fire to scare her, but the paper ignites and Lilith is engulfed in 
FLAMES — CURSING them as she burns...  

The girls huddle together. They just KILLED a woman! 

…or so they think.   

An INVESTIGATION is opened and handsome psychologist DR. HENRY KRAMER is sent by the State to 
interview each of the girls...  

The next morning everyone present for Lilith’s murder wakes with an identical MARK on their chest and 
a shared nightmare that just won’t quit.  

They have been CURSED.  

But in a facility full of addicts and borderline psychotics — who will believe them?

                   BECAUSE SCARY IS BEST WHEN IT’S FUN



THE SETTING
CALLAN HOUSE – a multi-level secure facility for women in transition. A converted mansion housing 
troubled women of all ages and cultural backgrounds. “Residents” come and go depending on their level 
of security. Passes are given for home-leave, parole visits, school, AA-meetings, etc. 

THEMES 
FEMININE VS MASCULINE 
The oldest power struggle in the book — literally. We look for balance between the two — in the world 
outside and within each character. 

THE REAL DEMONS ARE INSIDE YOU… 
Our girls are going to realize that when they quit blaming others for all their problems — true power can 
emerge from within. 

MYTHOLOGY 
Behind the curtain of GRIMOIRE’s real and gritty world lies a mythology rooted in Wiccan lore. A God of 
order and systems against a Goddess of creation and chaos, both searching for the Grimoire to rule over 
all.   

THE WORLD OF GRIMOIRE 
A place where archetype meets the strange and Occult in a way that feels totally real, somehow familiar, 
but completely original. Our characters (both human and non-human) have issues we can all relate to,  
we want to see them grow and change,  we care about them, hate on them, root for them… 



WHAT’S THE GRIMOIRE, ANYWAY?


Older than the Bible and the Koran, 
more than a book of spells, 

It’s the REAL story. 
Of dark arts, arcane rituals and 

supernatural spirits,  
invoked by the “Original Witch” 

when She made the World. 
Yeah, Dude… 

HER

Type to enter text



OUR GIRLS 
HAZEL (19), Raised by an elderly grandfather who cared for her needs but little else, Hazel had a 
reclusive, lonely childhood with few friends and found solace in books, music, and creative expression. After 
her 17th birthday, Hazel escaped her truck-stop town for the freedom and artistry of the festival scene, 
experimented with drugs and bisexuality, moved from city to city doing odd jobs to support her dream of 
becoming a DJ. Talented but unrecognized in a male-dominated culture, Hazel found it hard to make ends 
meet and was especially vulnerable when an undercover cop asked her to score for him, but it was her 
refusal to perform sexual favors for the arresting officer that lead to her being booked for possession with 
intent to distribute — a felony. Hazel struggles to find her place in the world and wants someone to see and 
love her, but she has no idea what her self worth is or of the immense power that lies dormant within her.  
She is the reincarnation of the HIGH PRIESTESS. 

CURSE - THE ROT 
Hazel bleeds black blood from her nose and ears and her toenails and fingernails are falling off. She is 
literally DECOMPOSING — symbolic of Hazel’s lack of self-worth and self-awareness and a deeper message 
that the Body is only temporal — the SOUL is key to who we are. 

POWER - REINCARNATION, INTERDIMENSIONAL TRAVEL 
Sometimes called BODITTISATVAS, SEERERS or SHAMANS — Hazel is the rarest of SOULS —  ancient, 
enlightened, Humans who have lived many lifecycles on Earth, yet return eternally to help others achieve 
peace through their WISDOM and COMPASSION. 

JOURNEY - SELF-REALIZATION 
Born poor and disadvantaged this time around, Hazel secretly imagined she had a special destiny but was too 
insecure to own it — because of this flaw, Hazel is the last of the Girls to discover her true purpose. By 
surviving the tests Grimmy puts her through, Hazel eventually accepts she IS powerful. Her character 
represents a path through a dark forest and  the power of intention even when the way is unclear. Hazel will 
break out of darkness to the light of her full potential and help others to do the same. 



ROWAN (17) A quiet goth girl with a tragic past. Her mother was killed (secretly by the Order) and her 
absent father took off when she was a baby. Rowan dealt with her pain by blaming herself and believing 
she attracts Evil. A conviction horrifically confirmed when she joined an online group of ‘Satanists” and 
one of the members committed a human sacrifice. Rowan was cleared of any involvement but the episode 
landed her in psych evaluation and eventually Callan house — where she’s known as “Murder-Bird”. 
Lilith’s death (which she believes is her fault) is the final straw for Rowan and she resolves to protect the 
world from her wickedness by joining the Order — but what she discovers about them unravels the 
mystery of her true purpose and identity — Her path will lead her down a very dark hole before she 
ascends to her rightful place as the MORNING STAR. 

CURSE -  BLEEDING FROM PAST WOUNDS 
Rowan dealt with her pain by blaming herself and has a history of cutting. Blood is the universal symbol of 
LIFE — and Rowan is literally pouring hers out. The RED of her blood represents her courage, will, 
vibrance and determination to survive. 

POWER - REINCARNATION, COMMUNICATES WITH THE DEAD 
Rowan, like Hazel, is a reincarnated soul — the MORNING STAR.  She possesses an immense well of LOVE 
for humanity and has the power to protect them from Evil. In ancient times, the planet VENUS (the 
Morning Star) was considered to be the god of the dawn who opened the gates of heaven for the sun to pass 
through… Suffering once defined Rowan but she will come to understand her past informs her power. 

JOURNEY- TRANSITION 
Rowan started out with about as much pain as a person can handle but Death is not simply destruction; it 
is destruction followed by renewal. Even though one door may have closed, another is opening. When 
Rowan discovers she has the courage to step through, she realizes her destiny and helps others to do the 
same. 



LOREE (16) African-American. A survivor protecting a gentle heart,  A teen with B.R.A.T. tattooed on 
her knuckles.  On the outside “Lore” is as hard as they come, fronting a gangster attitude, but she will 
discover her true “nature” is something else entirely.  Lore is serving court appointed time for addictions 
following her arrest for possession after her 18-year-old boyfriend stuffed an eight ball under her dress to 
avoid being arrested himself. Never having had anyone to put her first for one second in her life, her 
friendship with the other girls and her experiences with Grimmy allows Lore to realize her true heart. 
Raised in a concrete Jungle, Lore finds herself fascinated by Nature and becomes a GREEN WITCH/WARG. 

CURSE -  Turning into a PIG/ chased by the BUTCHER 
Lore lets everyone take whatever they want from her. Lore’s addict mother made young Lore beg for 
money, shoplift and assist in burglary - she was small enough to squeeze through windows. Her Step-father 
coerces her and risks her future by attempting to manipulate her into falsely testifying to help him. The 
BUTCHER is SYMBOLIC of everyone wanting a piece of her.  

POWER -  GREEN WITCH 
Lore can communicate with plants and insects, has a connection to all Animals. 

JOURNEY - BYSTANDER to ADVOCATE 
As Lore discovers her strengths she is empowered to come to the defence of causes. She evolves into a 
fierce advocate for all things Natural. When the Girls eventually meet up with the RADICAL FAERIES, she 
is drawn into their cause, She also finds love with a farm boy until his peaceful life is nearly destroyed by 
the Order. Becomes an unbearably militant Vegan. 



FEI (23) Chinese-American. A pregnant ex-addict and one-time prostitute who’s in the facility to keep 
safe from her Triad connected boyfriend (the father of her baby) while she snitches on his friends. The 
longer the police take to put these guys away, the more danger surrounds Fei and her unborn child. Having 
already given one baby up for adoption Fei will do whatever it takes to turn her life around. When her 
boyfriend learns she’s under police protection, she’s a dead woman walking. After a first attack and 
narrow escape, she summons a demon to protect her baby and herself… but the demon expects payment.  
Possession — one day in her skin.  She makes the deal and finds protection for herself and her family, but 
only for a short time. In order to defeat the monsters that come for her, she has to get back into Callan 
House and work with Grimmy and the girls. 

CURSE - JIANGSHI  (CHINESE VAMPIRE) 
Fei is followed by a monster she believes is out to steal her unborn child. Having given one baby up for 
adoption already, Fei’s deepest fear is she won’t be able to protect the one she carries. 

POWER -  CONJURES DEMONS 
After she defeats the Jiangshi it becomes her familiar and teaches her how to conjure Demons.  Each has 
it’s own agenda and she has to be smart to keep them in line. Her power stems from her connection to 
MOTHER/MIDWIFE energy and she actually has to physically ‘Birth’ her demons — often by eating EGGS 
and regurgitating them as creatures. 

JOURNEY - MANIPULATOR to MOTHER BEAR 
Fei once believed that Strength was about domination — but she will come to understand that her power is 
her ability to protect and nurture. She becomes the “Mother” of the group and though she practices ‘Tough 
Love” she is the closest thing many of our Girl’s will ever have to a mother figure and she would do 
anything to protect them and keep the Coven together. 



GABRIELLE (19) Cuban-American. An expelled college student awaiting her court date. She’s smart 
as hell but also a narcissist and a serial liar. Gab’s complicated personality stems from a combination of an 
off-the-charts intellect and the complete lack of self worth she felt as a child. Born into a large family, 
where their father thought girls were inferior to boys — a fact he cruelly pointed out while drowning a 
litter of unwanted kittens in front of her. Gab resolved to never be seen as weak or inferior to anyone or 
anything — a drive that makes her both powerful and dangerous. She will discover she is good at spells and 
rids herself of her curse fairly quickly but she constantly struggles with her conflicting desire to be loved 
and her need to protect herself. 

CURSE - DROWNING 
Gabrielle is literally drowning in resentment and anger. In Greek mythology, Narcissus disdained those 
who loved him. When he saw his own reflection he stared at it until he died. Fixation on herself and her 
public perception governs Gab’s choices — only when she learns to stop focussing on herself will she 
discover her power comes through REFLECTION… 

POWER - CONTROLS REFLECTIONS; MIRRORS, SHADOWS 
When Gab can finally see past herself she has the power to perceive the world through others. She can 
speak to and control SHADOWS which she often uses as spies. She communicates with mirrors, pools of 
water, ice, and all reflective surfaces which hold the memories of events they have witnessed. 

JOURNEY -   GET REAL - “Once you are real you can’t become unreal again” 
It will take a lot of lessons for Gab to let down her guard and discover who she really is. Her process is one 
of starts and stops and backsliding. She’s so smart, she can appear to be the ultimate friend and can easily 
fool people into thinking she’s changed — only to betray them again. It will take the power of true 
friendship and unconditional love to finally bring Gabrielle to her senses — if anyone can stick around that 
long. 



HUMANS 
DR. HENRY KRAMER - A handsome Psychologist who enters the House to counsel the women, but his true intentions are 
more nefarious in nature.  Kramer is a servant of THE ORDER. 

JOANNA - The supervisor at Callan House and a total civilian. She’s a busy lady and somewhat distracted, but does her best 
to keep the residents safe and on track. She’s completely oblivious to the supernatural things going on in the house and has 
no idea the man she’s crushing on isn’t even human.  

OTHERS 
LILITH - The WOMAN from the teaser - later appears in the guise of the HOMELESS LADY — Orchestrating her own death 
and Cursing the girls is all part of her plan. In fact, she is a servant of the DARK GODDESS, who has defied her Mistress by 
stealing the GRIMOIRE and giving it to the Humans.  They don’t know it yet, but Lilith is grooming them to be the most 
powerful COVEN the world has ever known. 

THE DRIVER - “TOMA” - Tall, pale with a gentle, spooky demeanor and a hard to place Scandinavian accent. He is terrified of 
CATS, has an enormous crush on Joanna, but is excruciatingly shy about sharing his feelings — because he’s not Human. He’s 
a NISSE — a HOUSE WIGHT. Callan was built on an ancient Viking ritual site and he was enchanted by a powerful Sorceress 
to protect it for eternity. Toma believes his duties cover current residents — especially our Coven — who come to love him and 
think of him as something of a PET.  One that occasionally nips and buries your best shoes in the backyard. 

THE FARMER - The Callan House’s next door neighbor and a Warlock for The Order.  
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
HECATE - The Dark Goddess. A VOICE in SHADOW — for now. 
	 	 	 	 	 	  
PAN - The Horned God. A Trickster. Seducer. The Girls need to watch out for him because he can show up at any time to upset 
the balance.  

TWO SISTERS - Servants of the Dark Goddess. Non-human, Shape-shifters. Sent to Earth to do the bidding of the Goddess. 

THE ORDER - A secret order of Seraphim led by the“Morning Star” and created by the Original Witch to keep the balance 
between Male and Female — but they became corrupt and serve only the Horned God, “Pan” who now rules Earth. The Order 
are the enemy of Witches and their Dark Goddess and for centuries have recruited humans to hunt down covens and any 
free-thinking person who might be a threat to Patriarchal dominance. 

GRIMMY - The Grimoire. The Original Book of Creation — holding the magic that made the world. An ancient book of spells, 
filled with archaic riddles and coded messages. Our Girls will come to learn the book has a mind of its own. A fickle character 
that chooses favorites and plays games.



FIVE WOMEN MARGINALIZED BY SOCIETY JUST FOUND A BOOK  
THAT WILL BRING THEM UNTOLD POWER…

PAYBACK IS A WITCH



SEASON ONE 
1-A magical book is stolen from an alternate dimension and discovered in a women’s detention center by FIVE 
WOMEN who have all been CURSED. 
Hazel joins the women of Callan House and is introduced to her roommates — ROWAN, FEI, GABRIELLE, and LOREE. 
LILITH, a homeless woman, takes the corner bed.  At night Hazel finds Lilith attacking Rowan in the bathroom. Fei, Gab, 
and Lore attack back, accidentally lighting the Crone on fire. She curses them as she dies. The next day the girls are hit by 
supernatural afflictions; BLOOD gushes from Hazel's nose, Rowan bleeds from OLD WOUNDS, Fei is followed by a vampire-
zombie CREATURE, Gab can't get dry or away from pools of WATER, and Lore is slowly turning into a PIG. Hazel finds 
Lilith's GRIMOIRE — their only chance to save themselves.   

2-The Girls are in for 3 NIGHTS OF HELL with the BONEBREAKER. Hazel has a terrifying vision. 
There’s something odd about Lilith’s autopsy. The house is on lockdown while investigations continue. KRAMER interviews 
Hazel and discovers she has no memory of early childhood. Under hypnosis, Hazel experiences a terrifying VISION about 
being locked in a closet. The girls try a spell to help them face BONEBREAKER, but it’s a failure. Gabrielle sets up Hazel, 
getting her put into solitary for the night — where she must face Bonebreaker alone. 

3-Girls meet a creepy FARMER. Lori gets a message from a spider. 
Lore gets a message in a spider web, that says; “SOME PIG”. Hazel is found barely conscious in solitary but has survived. 
Girls look to her as the coven leader now. They gather the right ingredients this time for their spell. Kramer starts his own 
investigation for the Order.  Fei learns to control her Jiangshi. Rowan and Hazel discover a sacrificed goat in a field and 
meet the creepy FARMER next door. Gabrielle performs a seduction spell on Kramer without the other girls’ knowledge. 
Rowan breaks her own curse — too easily.  Hazel and Rowan realize they have feelings for each other. Hazel has a dream 
about THE BUTCHER. 

4-Girls get a strange new roommate. Rowan can talk to the dead. The BUTCHER comes for Lore. 
The Two Sisters come to Earth. Grimmy likes Hazel best and the other girls know it. Girls get a new roommate — VAL. Fei 
learns how to conjure Demons. Lore is visited by her stepdad who wants her to falsely testify for him in court. The Butcher 
comes for Lore. Gab is drawn into Callan House’s pool and almost drowns. Rowan sees the ghost of a murdered child who 
warns her something evil is near. Lore finds mushrooms growing in her room, hears them singing. 

5-Grimmy goes missing. Val has an evil secret. Fei has her baby. 
Gabrielle breaks her curse, then sleeps with Kramer to celebrate. She lets slip that they have a Grimoire. Grimmy goes 
missing, the girls grow suspicious of one another. Fei goes into labor and gets attacked by her baby’s daddy at the hospital. 
She conjures a Demon to take him down. The price is possession. The love spell breaks and Kramer turns on Gab, telling the 
others she lied about her rape charges. Rowan learns from her ghosts that Val’s a child killer, then gets poisoned by the 
woman. Val’s body is discovered in her bed eaten to the bone. The girls find Grimmy wrapped in Val’s jacket.



6-A possessed Fei takes on the Triad. Hazel levitates uncontrollably.  
Fei is possessed by a Demon that’s hell-bent on finding her enemies. The girls attempt a spell to end Hazel’s secretions — it 
makes her levitate — uncontrollably. The girls are taken in for questioning about Val’s death and at the station Hazel has to 
hold herself to the ground by tables and any ledge she can grasp, otherwise she’ll float. She sees the cop who arrested and 
sexually harassed her. She scares the bejeezus out of the cops, and gets some payback.  

7-Lore buries the hatchet — in her stepdad. Rowan is caught in a trap. 
Hazel finds Rowan’s cutting box and Rowan opens up about her tragic past. Hazel and Rowan, now in love, plan to run away 
as they no longer have a coven of FIVE and they don’t trust Gabrielle. Lore goes for a home visit and kills her manipulative 
stepdad by accident. She calls Fei, who leaves her new baby with her mother, and helps Lore bury her stepdad. They 
promise to keep it a secret. Lore, upset, gets hugged by a tree. Rowan spies on the Farmer and gets caught and dragged into 
his root cellar. 

8-Rowan is held captive. The girls perform a grim ritual. 
The Farmer holds Rowan captive. He already knows all about the girls being witches and he’s got some things to say about 
it. He sells her on the idea of the Order. Hazel discovers a scrying spell to locate Rowan but it involves a human jawbone. 
Lore and Fei happen to know where one is… An old friend comes to Fei for help. She thinks a serial killer is targeting sex 
workers, but Fei discovers it’s a Demon. Gab scares her Aunt Gloria, another witch, wanting to flaunt her power.  

9-Rowan returns changed. Gab accesses a new power. 
Fei leaves her baby with her mother and makes a new deal to get back into Callan House. She needs help from the girls to 
take down the Demon killing her friends. A much changed Rowan returns and wants nothing to do with Hazel or the Coven. 
Lore’s power increases ten-fold and she takes on the role of this Coven’s leader. Hazel begs Lore for help but Lore’s still 
angry that she and Rowan were going to leave without her. Gab learns how to read reflections, able to see everything 
they’ve ever mirrored. Through an old copper plate she spies PAN in a distant past, attacking Druids — and Hazel? Hazel 
suddenly remembers being there.   

10-Hazel enters a between place and meets the Two Sisters. Rowan and Lore get into a witchy spat.  
Hazel’s curse is killing her and her powers seem to be diminishing compared to the other girls. She takes a powerful 
hallucinogen to access her memories, but wakes up in an in between place. She meets the Sisters and they try to convince 
her to hand over Grimmy. Lore follows Rowan to her meeting with the Order. The two get into a spat, using their powers to 
fight. Hazel found unconscious and in convulsions.



11-Hazel wakes in a hospital and meets a strange woman. 
Hazel wakes in a psych ward where Kramer tells her she’s delusional. She was never admitted to Callan House. He shows 
her pictures of her being beaten when she was arrested and tells her she has been in a coma. She no longer has the mark of 
the Witch. She is visited by a beautiful woman in the hospital who places the mark on her again and warns her about THE 
ORDER. Hazel wakes up, realizes she’s in an ambulance and some sort of creature is driving. Lore uses her animal sight to 
find Hazel. Fei contacts her gang outside who ambush the ambulance and bring Hazel back to the house. 

12-Rowan agrees to help break Hazel’s curse if she leaves the coven. Gabrielle uses the shadows to spy and discovers 
the Farmer talking to PAN. 
Rowan agrees to re-enter the Coven so they can save Hazel, but demands that she leave with her and that they destroy 
Grimmy after. Gabrielle sends a SHADOW to spy on the FARMER and discovers him talking to PAN. To ward against the 
Sisters, Pan, and the Order, the girls begin a two-day powerful incantation to call the FOUR DIRECTIONS, but with Rowan 
working against them, something EVIL slips in while the gates are open. The next morning, they discover a NIGHT WRAITH 
has fed on several Residents, killing them horribly.  Surrounded by police, the girls lock down the house from the inside to 
trap the Wraith, destroy it, and try to protect Grimmy… 

13-The Girls face off against the powerful Night Wraith and are saved by a familiar face. Callan house burns down. 
Rowan steals the Grimoire and runs away with Kramer to join the Order. 
The Night Wraith, assisted by the Farmer, almost destroys the girls. The Wraith is too strong and they are forced to sacrifice 
themselves, setting the house on FIRE — but they are saved by a familiar face — Lilith — the CRONE. They escape and Lilith 
tells them they must protect themselves and the Grimoire from the Dark Goddess, the Order and the Horned God or they 
will die and the world will fall to death and ruin… But Rowan betrays them all and breaks Hazel’s heart by stealing Grimmy 
and leaving with Kramer and The Farmer to join the ORDER. 

MORE GOOD STUFF FROM THE CAULDRON… 
*PILOT SCRIPT 
*SEASON ONE BREAKDOWN 
*SEASONS 2-4  CHARACTER ARCS AND PLOT POINTS 
*GRIMOIRE MYTHOLOGY DOCUMENT  - GODS, GODDESSES, ORDER, ETC.



CONJURED BY  

Suki Kaiser & Tristin Morton


